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Fifty years after the world said “Never Again” to the horrors of the Holocaust, genocide 
took place on European soil. 

The name Srebrenica has become synonymous with those dark days in July 1995 when, 
in the first ever United Nations declared safe area, 8,372 men and boys were murdered 
and buried in mass graves. The victims, predominantly Muslim, were selected for death 
only on the basis of their identity. 

Although Srebrenica is the only mass killing in Balkan wars that has been officially ruled 
as genocide by the international courts, this atrocity was only the final act in a much 
broader genocidal strategy—euphemistically dubbed “ethnic cleansing”. The Srebrenica 
genocide was the planned, systematic, and industrialised conclusion of a four year 
campaign of forced deportation, torture, mass murder and systematic sexual violence 
by Bosnian Serb forces in service of their goal to create a “Greater Serbia”.
 
Genocide does not happen overnight. It begins when hatred and intolerance are left 
unchallenged or are manipulated for political gain. With the fall of Yugoslavia, politicians 
in the region used divisive nationalism to gain power and influence. Propaganda and 
misinformation were utilised to spread first fear and then hatred, breaking apart 
decades of trust between vibrant and integrated communities and turning neighbour 
against neighbour. 

The lesson from Srebrenica is that no society is invulnerable to prejudice and intolerance. 
We must all remain vigilant against these forces, and take positive action to build 
stronger, more resilient communities. 

Each year on the 11 July, Remembering Srebrenica asks people in the United Kingdom 
and beyond to honour the victims and survivors of the genocide and to pledge to tackle 
prejudice, hatred and intolerance in their own communities. 

By confronting this dark chapter of our collective history, we illuminate the darkness 
with hope—for a better, safer and stronger society for all.

This report is dedicated to the memory of Hatidža Mehmedović, featured on 
the front page of this report standing next to the graves of her two sons. Hatidža 
was part of our Survivors' Committee and Chair of the Association of Mothers of 

Srebrenica. She campaigned tirelessly against genocide denial and for justice 
after the murder of her two sons and husband. Hatidža passed away in 2018.

“These are truly scenes from hell, written on the darkest pages of 
human history.”
JUDGE FOUAD RIAD
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

History of Srebrenica
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 We work to achieve this goal through our objectives of Remember, Learn, Pledge.

 REMEMBER 
We bring communities together to REMEMBER Srebrenica through organising commemoration 
events in the UK.

 LEARN 
We take people out to Srebrenica on our 
‘Lessons from Srebrenica’ educational visits 
programme to LEARN from the survivors of 
the genocide. We also work with schools and 
institutions across the UK to teach people to 
stand up to hatred and intolerance.

 PLEDGE 
Creating Community Champions who 
PLEDGE to stand up to hatred and intolerance 
in their communities.

Our vision is a society free from hatred. 

90,000

1,200  

young people have been educated 
about Srebrenica and the 
consequences of hatred

Community Champions created 
who pledge to stand up to hate and 

intolerance

211,000 6,200
memorial activities have been 

organised across the UK
People brought together through 

educational activities

Remembering Srebrenica’s Work

In just six years, Remembering 
Srebrenica has reached hundreds 
of thousands of people with 
our message of challenging 
division and hatred through our 
commitment to remember, learn 
and pledge. The lessons that we 
learn from Srebrenica have never 
been more vitally needed across 
the world than they are today. 
The lessons from Srebrenica 
help to build safer, stronger 
communities here in the UK, and 
connect people from all walks of 
life. None of this would happen 
without the dedication and 
commitment of our 8 Regional 
& 3 Country Boards, our 1,200 
Community Champions and of 
course the team at Remembering 
Srebrenica. Thank you all. 
Together we can work towards a 
society free from hatred.

DR WAQAR AZMI OBE
Chairman, Remembering Srebrenica 



National Commemorations

REMEMBER 2018 IN REVIEW

Remembering Srebrenica is the sole 
organiser of the UK’s Srebrenica 
Memorial Day commemorations. 
The UK National event for 2018 
brought over 500 key people 
together at the Guildhall in London 
to hear powerful and moving 
stories of courage and survival from 
Dr Ilijaz Pilav and Nusreta Sivac, as 
well as speeches from the Secretary 
of State for Housing, Communities 
and Local Government, The Rt 
Hon James Brokenshire MP, the 
Shadow Foreign Secretary, The Rt 
Hon Emily Thornberry MP, the 
Prime Minister of Bosnia Denis 
Zvizdić and performances from the 
National Theatre of Sarajevo.

Scotland
The national commemoration for Scotland 
took place at St Mungo’s Museum in 
Glasgow. The commemoration featured 
speeches from Chair of Remembering 
Srebrenica Scotland the Very Rev Dr 
Lorna Hood OBE, author and former aid 
worker Alan Witcutt and testimony from 
survivors Dr Bakira Hasečić and Professor 
Resad Trbonja. 

Northern Ireland 
The national commemoration for Northern 
Ireland took place at Belfast City Hall 
and featured contributions from British-
Bosnian survivor, Safet Vukalic who 
shared his powerful testimony of fleeing 
ethnic cleansing. The event had a strong 
interfaith presence and speakers included 
representatives from the Northern Ireland 
Assembly and Remembering Srebrenica’ 
Board Chair, Peter Osborne.
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Hundreds of people come together for the UK’s Srebrenica 
Memorial Day commemoration.

Dr Bakira Hasečić lights a candle of remembrance at 
Scotland's national commemoration.

Wales
Wales commemorated the Srebrenica genocide at 
Cardiff University. The commemoration featured 
speeches from co-Chairs of the Welsh Board 
David Melding AM and Saleem Kidwai OBE, as 
well as former war crimes investigator Howard 
Tucker CBE.



Local Commemorations
In 2018, our 1,200 Community Champions and supporters commemorated the Srebrenica 
genocide through over 1,000 memorial activities, connecting thousands of people across the UK 
to create stronger communities. 

Feedback from our memorial event organisers said that:

As part of Srebrenica Memorial 
Week, we were delighted to 
be able to secure meetings for 
survivors of the genocide at a 
reception at St James’ Palace with 
HRH the Prince of Wales.  We 
organised meetings for survivors 
to speak at 10 Downing Street to 
share their powerful stories as 
well facilitating meetings with the 
Leader of the SNP in Westminster 
The Rt Hon. Ian Blackford MP,  
members of the House of Lords 
and the Prime Minister's Special 
Representative on Preventing 
Sexual Violence in Conflict and 
Minister of State at the Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office, Lord 
Ahmed of Wimbledon. These 
meetings and events all served 
the purpose of raising awareness 
of Srebrenica at the highest 
levels and ensured survivors were 
provided with a platform to speak 
about their experiences and the 
lessons they would like those in 
power to take from their stories.  

91% 98% 97%
felt that Srebrenica events 

have the power to unite 
communities and allow 
people from different 

backgrounds to meet in 
meaningful ways.

believed that memorial 
events offer the opportunity 

to bring people from 
different communities 

together, build relationships 
and understanding.

said they were committed 
to commemorating the 

Srebrenica genocide again in 
future years

“In an increasingly fraught and 
uncertain world, these acts of 
commemoration are beacons 
of unity and hope for a safer, 
more cohesive future.”
RAMEEZ KALEEM
London and South East Board Chair
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Survivors meet with HRH the Prince of Wales.



REMEMBER  2018 IN REVIEW
Raising Awareness

In 2018, Remembering 
Srebrenica reached hundreds of 
thousands of people through 
our events, social media, print, 
radio and TV features.

In 2018, we created:

26m 
opportunities to view 

our key messages.

 30,000
 views on Facebook alone of our video 

featuring  survivor testimony.

12,000 
copies of our publication

 ‘Acts of Courage’ were distributed.

11.6k 
followers

on Twitter.

10.9k 
followers

on Facebook.
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In the Media

Live coverage of the national commemoration 
for Srebrenica was shown on Al Jazeera, 

N1 TV and the Islam Channel.

1.2m
were reached through our 
Thunderclap campaign 

on Twitter.

Remembering Srebrenica 
supporters Lejla and Sian Damon 

spoke about their experiences 
on BBC Radio 4 and

 BBC Asian Network.

Our London Board Chair, Rameez Kaleem, 
and Remembering Srebrenica Scotland Vice Chair, 

Robert McNeil MBE, were interviewed about 
Srebrenica on the Islam Channel. 

Our short documentary film was also screened 
by the channel during memorial week.
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Survivors sharing their powerful testimony at the Guildhall, London.



LEARN 2018 IN REVIEW
Educating Young People

• We launched our live stream survivor testimony initiative, 
allowing students in schools across the country to hear first-
hand testimony from a survivor on Srebrenica Memorial Day, 
reaching approximately 600 students in 15 different schools.

• We also used our annual ‘Survivor Speaks’ lecture tour as a 
way to reach out to new schools. During the course of a week, 
15 schools and universities across Blackburn and Darwen 
and the wider Lancashire region received workshops and 
talks from a survivor reaching over 1,500 people. 

• 2018 saw the second year of our pioneering ‘Future 
Leaders in Schools’ programme which aims to build 
leadership skills and equip young people with the tools 
and confidence to tackle hatred and intolerance through 
educating fellow students about Srebrenica. So far, over 
4,000 children have learnt through peer education using 
our future leaders in schools programme.

18,000

13,488
UK students marked 

Srebrenica Memorial Week.

students were reached through 
our online educational resources.

Lessons from Srebrenica Visits Programme

200 100% 97%
UK citizens participated in our 

“Lessons from Srebrenica” 
programme in 2018.

said they felt they were part 
of an on-going effort to create 

a more cohesive society.

of participants felt more 
aware of the relevance of the 

genocide to the UK today.
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Highlights of 2018 Visits

In 2018, our delegations have included:

• Prominent political figures such as the Minister for Faith, Lord 
Bourne of Aberystwyth and Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary 
Group on Srebrenica Commemoration, Yasmin Qureshi MP.

• Senior faith leaders, including the Bishop of Birmingham  
Rt Revd David Urqhart KCMG and Rabbi Sybil Sherridan, 
former Chair of the Assembly of Reform Rabbis UK.



 CASE STUDY  

We are One Football Tournament

This year, we relaunched our annual 
‘We are One’ football which we once 
again delivered with the support of 
the Football Association, English 
Schools Football Association and 
Kick it Out.

As part of our 2018 theme ‘Acts of 
Courage’, young people taking part in 
the tournament learnt about hatred, 
ethnic cleansing and genocide through 
the inspirational survivor testimony of 
Predrag Pašić. Predrag played for the 
international Yugoslavia Football team 
before the war, and set up football 
training schools for children during the 
siege of Sarajevo to give young people 
hope and some form of normality in 
the midst of war.

1750
young people educated 

about Srebrenica through 
the power of sport

“Football could provide an 
opportunity for children to 
gather and to start dreaming 
their own dreams, even in war.”
PREDRAG PAŠIĆ
Former footballer for Yugoslavia

“Football speaks so many languages 
and brings people together. I think 
we should celebrate difference. We 
should celebrate the fact that we’re all 
individuals and that should never be 
held against you. Srebrenica teaches 
us that it is really important that those 
issues are raised, we are aware of 
them and don’t ever forget them.”
CASEY STONEY MBE
Former captain of the England Women’s Football Team

Football Tournament
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Community Champions

Faith Groups

Local Councils

As well as organising their own events, our 1,200 
Community Champions also inspire others to 
pledge to take action in their communities.

After hearing the powerful testimony of Alma 
Aganovic, Chair of Remembering Srebrenica’s 
West Midlands Board, Kiran Ayub was inspired to 
organise an event at her workplace- the law firm 
Shakespeare Martineau. 

“When I met Alma, I wasn’t expecting to hear 
what I heard. I had to take that experience 
and hold an event…I wanted to make people 
think, and to learn, and to take their own time 
to share this.”

Kiran demonstrates how Srebrenica can ignite 
a passion to bring people together and combat 
hatred in our own communities and workplaces.

By engaging with local authorities and 
offering resources, we have been able to work 
with councils to benefit from the lessons of 
Srebrenica in their community engagement 
and interfaith work.

At Redbridge Council, Yusuf Patel held a 
memorial event and used it as an opportunity 
to bring the local community together to 
tackle hate crime by asking attendees to 
sign a pledge, and launching the Redbridge 
Community Hate Crime and Extremism 
Forum. Over 100 people from different 
religious communities attended the event and 
pledged to unite against hatred.

“I want the community to take responsibility 
and feel empowered to tackle hatred and 
report hate crimes…I feel sure that the 
impact of this event will remain forever in 
the hearts of the council and community.”

Remembering Srebrenica works with people 
from many different faiths to spread awareness 
about Srebrenica, and encourage community 
champions to pledge to hold events that build 
links between religious communities.

Last year, our Boards across the UK organised 
Peace Marches, where people from all different 
backgrounds came together and visited Mosques, 
Synagogues and Churches to promote better 
understanding of different faiths. 

“The fact that we had in the building people who 
had never been to a synagogue meant that 
people with different ideas had the opportunity 
to understand we are just like you, and we are 
just like everyone else. We have our crosses to 
bear because of prejudice and preconception, 
but these events gave the opportunity to talk to 
people across the divide.” 
JIM FLETCHER Event Organiser

PLEDGE 2018 IN REVIEW
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52
49

different local authorities 
held Srebrenica 
commemorations across 
the UK in 2018.

libraries held displays 
and exhibitions during 
Memorial Week 2018.



Young People

Regional & Country Boards Tackling Hate Crime

We’ve significantly increased our engagement 
with police forces to try and tackle hate crime 
across the UK. 

• We created a new resource for workshops, 
“Hate Crime and the stages of genocide”

• Staff member and survivor Resad Trbonja, 
spoke at the National Police Chief Council’s 
Hate Crime Conference on Srebrenica and the 
consequences of hatred.

After a visit from Srebrenica survivor, Hasan Hasanović, pupils from 
Hampton School pledged to set up a genocide education group: Genocide 
80Twenty. Genocide 80Twenty is just one example of how children who 
have engaged with Remembering Srebrenica have been inspired and 
empowered to undertake their own genocide awareness work. 

To date, this dedicated group of pupils has:

• Conducted and presented significant research into genocide education

• Written a genocide textbook, “Genocide Know More” 

• Lobbied MPs for reforms to genocide education

• Worked with 10 schools to commemorate Srebrenica

Our 3 country boards and 8 regional boards 
are made up of over 100 dedicated voluntary 
board members who have pledged to promote 
community cohesion and challenge intolerance. 
This UK-wide network of regional and country 
boards has brought the powerful lessons of 
Srebrenica to towns and cities across the UK.

Lucy Adams, a student at Durham University 
and the youngest Chair of Remembering 
Srebrenica’s boards in the UK, was inspired 
to found the North East Regional Board after 
taking part in a delegation to Bosnia in 2017. 

“My visit to Srebrenica had a huge impact on 
me, and I returned with the determination 
to use the lessons from Srebrenica to unite 
communities in the North East through 
education about the genocide and the 
consequences of hatred. Srebrenica is still so 
relevant today. Thanks to the dedication of 
the North East board members, we've already 
built strong links with local communities and 
I'm delighted with what we’ve managed to 
achieve in our first year.” 
LUCY ADAMS Chair of Remembering Srebrenica 
North East regional board
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100+

41
cadets in Manchester Police 

Force alone have been 
educated about Srebrenica.

police stations and 
constabularies throughout 

the country commemorated 
Srebrenica in 2018.



Every year Remembering Srebrenica selects 
a theme that both reflects an aspect of the 
genocide that must be commemorated, but also 
speaks to communities here in the UK.

The theme for 2019, ‘Bridging the Divide: 
Confronting Hate’ is inspired by the famous 
Stari Bridge in Mostar—a rebuilt 16th century 
Ottoman bridge that stood for over 400 years 
before being destroyed during the genocide and 
ethnic cleansing and subsequently reconstructed. 
Once renowned as being one of the most 
integrated parts of Bosnia prior to the war, 
communities in Mostar are now separated by 
religion, with Muslim Bosniaks living in the East 
of the city and Christian Croats living in the West.

Paradoxically, the border that now separates 
these two communities is what should be a 
symbol of unity—the bridge. This theme seeks 
to show that healing the deep divisions that 
are created by conflict and suffering takes more 
than bricks and mortar. It takes the will to 
confront hate in ourselves, our communities 
and our society and not live in denial of the 
hatred that exists or the genocide committed.

The conflict that tore apart communities across 
Bosnia was marked by dangerous rhetoric 
that tried to create division and promote 
distrust between communities. Far from being 
confined to the past, this language of division 
is familiar today to people across the world. The 
global rise of those promoting hate has been 
accompanied by divisive political rhetoric that 
has characterised asylum seekers, Muslims, 
Jews and many other communities as ‘the other’ 
once again. We are now living in a society more 
divided than ever, where a worrying number 
of communities are divided along race, faith or 

economic lines which, in turn, allows mistrust 
and misunderstanding to grow. In Bosnia, 
the path to peace and reconciliation has been 
overshadowed by the toxic narrative of genocide 
denial that continues to divide communities, 
and that has presented an enduring challenge to 
the victims and survivors who have spent over 
20 years fighting for truth and justice. Despite 
these divisions, there are people who will always 
choose hope over hatred, who do not allow false 
narratives to take root, and who fight everyday 
to heal communities which have been divided. 

This year, Remembering Srebrenica will explore 
how communities who suffer divisions can 
come together to bridge the divide, and move 
forward together. The theme will shine a 

Photo credit: Ramirez/Wikimedia Commons.

Bridging the Divide 
Confronting Hate
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“This year, Remembering 
Srebrenica will explore how 
communities who suffer 
divisions can come together 
to bridge the divide, and 
move forward together.”

THEME FOR 2019 



light on the stories of people in Bosnia and 
the UK who have dedicated themselves to 
challenging those who wish to sow division, 
look at how we can build bridges and celebrate 
commonalities between communities.  We 
hope to use the lessons from Srebrenica to 
encourage individuals and communities to 

forge relationships with people from different 
backgrounds, and to be able to challenge hate. 
We want to celebrate those who build bridges 
between communities, recognise that there 
is more that unites than divides us, and to 
equip people with the tools to go out and build 
bridges of their own.

What You Can Do
The UK's Srebrenica Memorial Week 
in 2019 will run from Sunday 7 July to 
Sunday 14 July and will see hundreds 
of acts of commemoration taking place 
around the country, each organised by 
ordinary people who want to stand up 
against hatred. Our network of 1,200 
Community Champions have each made 
a choice to commemorate Srebrenica and 
pledged to not stand by in order to create 
stronger, more cohesive communities 
here in the UK.

You can take part in Srebrenica 
Memorial Week by organising a 
memorial activity to help communities 
build a bridge of their own. Some 
suggestions of what you can do:

1. Organise a Srebrenica 
Memorial Day
There is no singular way to commemorate 
the victims and honour the survivors 
of Srebrenica, and each event is unique 
to the community with whom it is held. 
From downloadable exhibitions, to 
materials for sporting events, we have 
bespoke resources that can be used to 
organise a commemoration in your local 
community centre, place of work, police 
forces or local town halls.

2. Hold an activity in schools
We support educators in many ways—
through our free PSHE education 

resource packs, ready made Srebrenica 
Memorial assemblies and lesson plans to 
teach children about rejecting hatred.

3. Faith activity 
Commemorating Srebrenica within 
your place of worship is a powerful and 
often very meaningful way to connect 
people with the lessons from Srebrenica. 
Whether you observe the Srebrenica 
genocide through prayers, sermons, or 
sharing stories in your place of worship, 
we have ready made materials suitable 
for different faiths.

4. Raise Awareness
If you are an organisation, you can join our 
existing group of supporters in publishing 
a statement on your website that marks 
Srebrenica Memorial Day and shows your 
commitment to rejecting hatred and 
promoting equality for all. As an individual, 
you can help raise awareness of Srebrenica 
Memorial Day through social media.

Please feel free to download materials and 
resources from our website at
www.srebrenica.org.uk 
or call us on 0121 454 3343 
or email us at: info@srebrenica.org.uk

Please do let us know what activities you 
are planning, so we can register your 
event online and help publicise it to show 
the fantastic impact you are making.
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Special Thanks

With thanks to 
the support of

We would like to thank MHCLG for funding Remembering 
Srebrenica and our eight regional boards and three 
country boards for their tireless work to remember, learn 
and pledge. We are pleased that the Scottish Government 
funds Remembering Srebrenica Scotland through its 
‘Promoting Equality and Cohesion’ Fund.

Kim Sadique
Chair of 
East Midlands

Dr Louise Livesey
Chair of 
South West

Rameez Kaleem
Chair of London 
& South East

  The Very Rev 
  Dr Lorna Hood OBE 
*Chair of Scotland

*Remembering Srebrenica Scotland is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation 
funded by the Scottish Government. 

Abi Carter
Co-Chair of Wales

Saleem Kidwai OBE
Co-Chair of Wales

Peter Osborne
Chair of 
Northern Ireland

Alma Aganović
Chair of 
West Midlands

Dr Helen Connolly
Chair of 
East of England

Elinor Chohan MBE
Chair of 
North West

Mashuda Shaikh
Chair of 
Yorkshire 

Lucy Adams
Chair of 
North East
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Remembering Srebrenica has achieved a great 
deal in just six years. However, the need to learn 
lessons from Srebrenica and stand up to hate 
has never been so great. Help us to expand our 
reach by being a part of establishing the UK’s 
Srebrenica Memorial Learning Centre. 

The proposed Learning Centre will be the first 
dedicated space outside of Srebrenica for sharing 
the lessons from this tragic episode in recent 
European history, and for tackling hate and 
sharing best practice in building more resilient 
and cohesive communities.

The proposed Learning Centre will:

Be a part of the change. 
Donate today in one of the following ways:

You can also donate £10 now by texting SREB11 to 70070 

50 million

10,000

25,000

people each year through 
media activities

global community champions 
each year

visitors per annum who will 
learn about the genocide

Create

Attract

Reach around

Online
www.justgiving.com/

ummah-help

Cheque
payable to

Remembering Srebrenica

Call 
our fundraising team

0121 454 3343

How You Can Help  —Fundraising
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www.srebrenica.org.uk

The CIBA Building, 146–149 Hagley Road 
Birmingham, B16 8UA, UK

+44 (0)121 454 3343  info@srebrenica.org.uk

 @SrebrenicaUK      RememberingSrebrenica  

“By explaining what happened in Srebrenica and by mobilizing 
entire communities, Remembering Srebrenica is directly 
contributing to increasing resilience against atrocity crimes in 
the United Kingdom.”

ADAMA DIENG
UN Adviser for the Prevention of Genocide

“Bodies are still being identified and buried: women are still 
praying their missing husband or son might return; victims of 
sexual abuse are still living with the emotional scars. They will 
never forget what happened- and Remembering Srebrenica is 
doing a vital job of ensuring we in Britain do not forget either.”

PRIME MINISTER THERESA MAY

“We must stand by Bosnia today and long into the future—
in honour of all those who died, and in solidarity with those 
who mourn them still.”

ANGELINA JOLIE
Special Envoy for the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees

“Keeping alive the memory of those atrocities committed is just 
part of what we owe the victims and communities that mourn 
them. Remembering painful truths about the past is the key to 
our shared quest for a better and more tolerant world.”

THE LATE LORD PADDY ASHDOWN
Former Leader of the Liberal Democrats


